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Evidence Based Practice (EBP)
Evidence-based practice (EBP) is the integration of
• Clinical expertise
• Evidence (external and internal)
• Client/patient/caregiver perspectives

• I am an associate professor at Florida State University
• My work on perceptual training as a listener-based approach to
intelligibility remediation is supported by NIH/NIDCD
(R21DC018867)

Evidence Based Practice
• External Evidence

When all three components of EBP are considered
together, clinicians can make informed, evidence-based
decisions and provide high-quality services reflecting
the interests, values, needs, and choices of individuals
with communication disorders.
https://www.asha.org/research/ebp/

Evidence Based Practice
• Clinical Expertise
– The knowledge, judgment, and
critical reasoning acquired
through your training and
professional experiences
– Vulnerable to cognitive biases
• HOWEVER, biases can be
mitigated by clinician knowledge
of underlying theoretical support
for an intervention strategy

– The best available
information gathered from
the scientific literature
– tends to be emphasized in
the EBP framework
– can be problematic in the
absence of a rigorous
evidence base

Purpose of today’s talk…
To describe the use of knowledge of speech
perception theory to guide and support
clinical decision-making in the remediation of
intelligibility disorders associated with
dysarthria
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Intelligibility

What do we know about the “ear of the listener?”

The extent to which an acoustic signal produced by a
speaker is understood by a listener. (Yorkston et al.,
1996)
“Intelligibility is as much in the ear of the listener as
it is in the mouth of the speaker.” (Weismer & Martin,
1992)

• Listeners are flexible:
– They use the available acoustic cues, even when they’re
degraded
– They can switch the amount of reliance on various cues,
depending on which are most useful to understanding the
signal
– They use “higher level” knowledge to help fill in the gaps
• Semantics, syntax, phonotactics, knowledge of topic, knowledge
of speaker, etc.

(Weismer & Martin, 1992; Yorkston et al., 1996)

Sources of reduced intelligibility
Speaker
• Dysarthria
• Speech sound
disorders
• Non-native speech
• Synthesized speech
(AAC)

Environment
• Noisy surroundings
• Cocktail party
• Technology
challenges
• cell phones
• zoom

Listener
• Hearing loss
• Auditory
comprehension
deficits
• Lack of experience
with a degraded
signals

Intelligibility disorders associated with
dysarthria
• Common in the dysarthrias
• Negatively impact quality of life and
communication participation
• Thus, improving intelligibility is generally a
primary goal in the management of dysarthria
(Ansel & Kent, 1992; Grimes et al., 2012; Palmer et al., 2019)

Behavior treatment of dysarthria
• Management of intelligibility deficits traditionally requires the
speaker to modify their speech production
• Additionally, the vast majority of behavioral interventions for
dysarthria are aimed at reducing abnormal speech
features (e.g., increasing vocal loudness; reducing speaking
rate).
• By focusing on abnormal speech features, we may be
losing sight of the listener’s role in communication

The listener’s ability to decode the message
is CENTRAL to improving intelligibility!
It’s crucial to consider how speaker-oriented
treatment approaches IMPROVE the
listener’s experience with the degraded
acoustic signals.
Cognitive-perceptual approach to
clinical decision-making
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Cognitive-perceptual approach to
clinical decision-making
• This approach begs the following question at every
decision point in clinical practice:
– which modiﬁcations to the speech signal and/or listener
will be most robust to facilitate the listener’s ability to
accurately perceive the speech signal?

A cognitive-perceptual approach
• In this way, the decision process is driven by
the speciﬁc mechanisms that are proposed
to enhance the listener’s experience with the
speech signals
• To do this, we must have knowledge of how
listeners perceive and understand speech

Two fundamental
questions in the study of
normal speech perception

Speech Perception Theory

1.
2.

Models of Spoken Word Recognition

Lexical activation/competition

(e.g. Logogen, Cohort, Trace, Shortlist, Neighborhood Activation, PARSYN)

•
Commonly assume that at least two fundamental processes
underlie spoken word recognition:

lexical activation

lexical competition

How do listeners recognize words?
How do listeners decipher connected speech?

•

lexical activation:
When a listener
encounters a spoken
word, certain aspects
of the acoustic signal
serve to activate a set
of possible lexical
candidates.
lexical competition:
This is followed by
competition among
these candidates for
the best fit with the
input, and the winner of
this competition is the
recognized word.

Competition

Activation

Activation

Activation
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Challenges to word recognition
associated with dysarthric speech
Distortions

Omissions

Substitutions

Vowel
centralization

• Introduces phonemic
uncertainty, complicating
the processes of lexical
activation and
competition
• The resulting pool of
candidates may not
include the target

Two fundamental
questions in the study of
normal speech perception
1.
2.

How do listeners recognize words?
How do listeners decipher connected speech?

In optimal listening conditions…

Cognitive-perceptual approach
• Interventions that ameliorate phonemic
uncertainty, should support the cognitiveperceptual processes associated with
accurate word recognition

Lexical segmentation
• A fundamental process in deciphering degraded speech that
determines “word size frames” for lexical access.
– Lexical activation and lexical competition are both tied intimately to this
task
As a word boundary is
determined, a cohort of
possible candidates is
activated and
competition among
these candidates ensues

But what happens in suboptimal
conditions?

• We parse the incoming speech signal
effortlessly through word recognition

• How many words do you hear?

• How many words do you hear?

• If the speech stream is not accurately
segmented, the listener has no shot at
correctly understanding the speaker’s
message
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Listeners leverage a variety of information to
understand connected speech
Contextual
information

Acoustic
cues

Lexical information

Syntactic
information

Phonetic
information

Familiarity
with the
speaker

Connected
speech
intelligibility

Hierarchical Model of Lexical Segmentation

Prosodic
information
Model adapted from Mattys, White and Melhorne
(2005)

Challenges to speech segmentation associated
with dysarthric speech

Stress Cues in English
Metrical Segmentation Strategy
• English is a stress-timed language
• The vast majority of word onsets
are strong syllables
• higher pitch, intensity, longer
duration, strong vowels
• Thus, listeners use stress cues to
identify strong syllables and treat
them as word onsets

Fundamental
frequency
variation

Loudness
variation

Cues to
syllabic
strength

Syllable
vowel
duration

Strong
versus
reduced
vowels

• The phonemic uncertainty associated with imprecise consonants
and reduced vowels impacts lexically-guided speech
segmentation
• In addition, dysarthria is often associated with excess/even stress,
reduced stress, reduced vowels, monopitch, monoloudness, excess
loudness/pitch variations
– Thus the use of lower-level stress information to parse connected speech
may be impacted as well

(Cutler & Carter, 1997; Cutler & Norris, 1998)

Can listeners use stress cues to parse dysarthric
speech?
• Listeners utilize stress information to parse the dysarthric
speech to the extent that this information is
available/useful
– Hypokinetic speech > Ataxic speech

(Liss et al., 1998, 2000)

Cognitive-perceptual approach
• Interventions that ameliorate phonemic
uncertainty and/or reduced/abnormal
stress cues, should support the cognitiveperceptual processes associated with
accurate speech segmentation
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To correctly perceive speech….
Segment
the acoustic
stream into
correct word-size
frames

Activate
cohorts of
lexical items
that contain the
targets

Select
the correct targets
in the lexical
competition
phase

Applying a cognitive-perceptual
approach to speaker-oriented
clinical decision-making
Justifying LSVT for treatment of hypokinetic dysarthria

Dysarthric speech challenges ALL of cognitive-perceptual processes
associated with speech perception

Hypokinetic dysarthria
• Most commonly associated with Parkinson’s disease
– 90% of the patient population diagnosed with dysarthria

• Often results in intelligibility deficits that can lead to
reduced quality of life
• Does not respond robustly to medical or surgical
interventions commonly used to treat motor
impairments associated with PD
• Most often treated behaviorally

Hypokinetic dysarthria
• A recent systematic review identified 15 “high
quality” speech and language treatment
studies, 7 of which were included in the metaanalysis (bc of control groups)
– the bulk of these studies focused on LSVT
– Results of meta-analysis found that tx had a
positive effect on vocal loudness

(Duffy, 2019; Muñoz-Vigueras et al., 2021)

Let’s consider LSVT using a cognitiveperceptual approach
• Intensive treatment (1 hour sessions, 4x/week, 4
weeks) targeting vocal loudness
• Applying a cognitive-perceptual approach, you should
be asking: Does improving vocal loudness improve
the listener’s experience with the degraded signal?
• With this in mind, let’s link characteristics of
hypokinetic dysarthria to their perceptual
consequences

(Duffy, 2019; Muñoz-Vigueras et al., 2021)

Perceptual features of
hypokinetic dysarthria
Imprecise consonants
Reduced vowels
Accelerated speaking rate
Short rushes of speech
Dysfluency
Monopitch

Lexical Segmentation

Lexical Activation

Phonemic uncertainty hinders lexically-driven
segmentation
Vowel distortions or reductions may impair
sublexically-driven segmentation in English

Reduced stress cues may challenge
sublexically-driven segmentation in English

Cohort of lexical candidates may or may not
include the target due to phonemic uncertainty
and/or inaccurate lexical segmentation

Monoloudness
Reduced loudness
Breathy voice

Poor audibility of the acoustic-phonetic
information introduces phonemic uncertainty,
which may impair the use of lexical
information to segment the speech stream
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Let’s consider LSVT using a
cognitive-perceptual approach
LSVT has been demonstrated to lead to increased vocal loudness

Louder speech = more audible speech

If listeners are better able to hear the speech signal, they will be
better able to recognize the words and use them to parse the
speech stream

Targeting vocal loudness has additional effects
on speech production
Also increases vowel space area and articulatory displacements
that approximate those of healthy control speakers
Articulatory changes improve precision, resulting in reduced
phonemic uncertainty.
Listeners will be better able to recognize the words and use
them to parse the speech stream
(Tjaden & Wilding, 2011; Sapir et al., 2007; Dromey & Ramig, 1998; Schulman, 1989)

What’s the verdict?
• By applying the cognitive-perceptual framework to consideration of
rate control methods, we can conclude that speaking loudly should
be favorable to improving intelligibility (i.e., the listener’s
experience with the speech signal)
• Thus, using our KNOWLEDGE of speech perception theory, we
are able to build a rationale that considers both the speaker and the
listener to support the use of LSVT for improving intelligibility.
– Importantly, this complements external evidence that demonstrates
loudness techniques do, in fact, lead to louder speech

So if training speakers to speak louder
improves audibility, why not just use
vocal amplification devices??
• Intelligibility is greater for speech produced
louder than amplified speech
• This indicates speaking loudly impacts
other aspects of speech production
(Neel, 2009)

Targeting vocal loudness has additional effects
on speech production
Improves production of pitch, changes vowel formant values and ratios, and
alters articulatory displacements – all acoustic cues that contribute to lexical
stress, and better contrast between stressed and unstressed syllables

Improve listener’s use of stress information for the
task of lexical segmentation
The use of stress cues to achieve accurate lexical
segmentation will permit an increased chance of the
intended target to be activated
(Tjaden & Wilding, 2011; Sapir et al., 2007; Dromey & Ramig, 1998; Schulman, 1989)

Applying a cognitive-perceptual
approach to speaker-oriented
clinical decision-making
Justifying speaking rate modifications for treatment of
hypokinetic dysarthria
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Speaking rate – Hypokinetic dysarthria
• Despite preserved velocity of movement,
range is restricted, and this, along with
articulatory imprecision, is thought to give the
impression of rapid, mumbled speech
• This has led to the use of rate control methods
to reduce speaking rate in hypokinetic
dysarthria

Rate control methods
•

Rigid or metered
– one word- or syllable-at-a-time speaking style and utilize such tools as pacing
boards and alphabet supplementation boards.
– criticized as being disruptive to natural speech rhythm

•

Global rate control

•
•

Individual studies suggest that rate control methods do impact speaking rate
Despite the variety of methods developed to reduce speaking rate, efficacy of
these techniques to improve intelligibility in hypokinetic dysarthria remains to be
established.

– specific cueing/pacing strategies or delayed/altered auditory feedback
– preserve natural speaking rhythm

(e.g., Blanchet & Snyder, 2010; Van Nufflen, et al., 2010)

How might rate reduction techniques facilitate the cognitiveperceptual processes of lexical segmentation and activation
Speaking slowly has been shown to improve phonemic distinctiveness in
healthy control speakers, and expands the vowel space in individuals with
dysarthria
Improved articulatory precision and fuller vowels should reduce
phonemic uncertainty. Additionally, the expanded vowel space should
lead to better contrasts between stressed and unstressed syllables
Thus, listeners will be better able to recognize the words and use them
to parse the speech stream. Improve listener’s use of stress information
for the task of lexical segmentation

What’s the verdict?
• By applying the cognitive-perceptual
framework to consideration of rate control
methods, we can conclude that speaking
slowly should be favorable to improving
intelligibility (i.e., the listener’s
experience with the speech signal)

(Mefferd et al., 2021; Tjaden & Wilding, 2004)

What about listener-targeted
remediation?

Perceptual training as a listener-based means for
improving intelligibility
Pretest

Familiarization/training

Posttest

5-20 percentage point
increases in intelligibility have
been revealed for talkers with
hypokinetic, ataxic, and
spastic dysarthria
(Recent review: Borrie & Lansford, 2021)
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Let’s consider perceptual training
using a cognitive-perceptual approach
Perceptual training facilitates the mapping of degraded acousticphonetic information onto lexical items stored in memory, leading to
reduced mismatch between acoustic cues and linguistic information
Reduced mismatch should lead to a cohort of activated lexical items
that includes the target, resulting in improved word recognition and
lexically-guided speech segmentation
Perceptual training also leads to improved processing of
suprasegmental information, thus listeners are better equipped to use
stress information to parse the degraded speech stream

Conclusions
• We have reviewed how our knowledge of speech perception
theory can be leveraged during clinical decision-making
• This knowledge can complement external evidence by linking how
reduction of an abnormal speech feature (which is generally a
treatment goal) should improve the listener’s experience with that
signal
• This knowledge also highlights the importance of the listener to
intelligibility of dysarthric speech, presenting an alternative, or
complementary, listener-targeted means for improving intelligibility

What’s the verdict?
• By applying the cognitive-perceptual
framework to consideration of perceptual
training, we can conclude that it should be
favorable to improving intelligibility (i.e., the
listener’s experience with the speech signal)
• In this case, our data provides evidence to
support our cognitive-perceptual assumptions
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Questions?
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